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Description

Technical Field

[0001] Embodiments described herein generally relate
to detecting possible race conditions in accesses to data
by different threads of an application routine.

Background

[0002] It has become commonplace for a wide variety
of application routines to be written for multi-threaded
execution. This arises from the incorporation of proces-
sor components capable of supporting multi-threaded
execution into an increasing variety of computing devic-
es. However, while multi-threaded execution provides
numerous advantages, the work of writing portions of an
application routine to execute concurrently on different
threads in a coordinated manner presents challenges.
Mistakes resulting in uncoordinated accesses (e.g., read
and write operations, or pairs of write operations) by dif-
ferent portions of an application routine to the same data
are not uncommon, and can beget unexpected behavior
that can be difficult to trace to the mistakes that were
made in writing in the application routine.
[0003] Of particular concern are instances of one por-
tion of an application routine that reads data close enough
in time to when another portion of the application routine
writes that same data that it is not reliably predictable
which of the read and write operations will occur before
the other. Thus, the read operation may retrieve the data
either before or after it is modified by the write operation.
Also of particular concern are instances in which the
same data is twice written to in a pair of uncoordinated
write operations such that the state of that data it is not
reliably predictable after those two write operations. In
other words, a lack of coordination between two access-
es to the same data leads to an insufficiently coordinated
result.
[0004] Various techniques have been devised to trace,
step-by-step, the execution of each such portion of an
application routine on their separate threads, including
executing a debugging routine alongside those different
portions to monitor various break points inserted among
the instructions of those portions and/or to monitor their
data accesses. However, such debugging routines typi-
cally consume considerable processing and/or storage
resources, themselves. Indeed, the fact of the execution
of such a debugging routine alongside an application rou-
tine may consume enough resources to alter the behavior
of the application routine such that the uncoordinated
accesses that are sought to be traced for debugging sim-
ply never occur. Further, in situations where the process-
ing and/or storage resources provided by a computing
device are closely matched to the resources required by
an application routine, there may be insufficient resourc-
es available to accommodate the execution of both the
application routine and such a debugging routine.

[0005] In US2006/224873 A1 systems, methodolo-
gies, media, and other embodiments associated with ac-
quiring instruction addresses associated with perform-
ance monitoring events are described. One exemplary
system embodiment includes logic for recording instruc-
tion and state data associated with events countable by
performance monitoring logic associated with a pipelined
processor. The exemplary system embodiment may also
include logic for traversing the instruction and state data
on a cycle count basis. The exemplary system may also
include logic for traversing the instruction and state data
on a retirement count basis.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0006]

FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a race condition
debugging system.
FIG. 2 illustrates an alternate embodiment of a race
condition debugging system.
FIGS. 3-4 each illustrate detection of a cache event
according to an embodiment.
FIGS. 5-6 each illustrate a portion of an embodiment
of a race condition debugging system.
FIGS. 7-9 each illustrate a logic flow according to an
embodiment.
FIG. 10 illustrates a processing architecture accord-
ing to an embodiment.

Detailed Description

[0007] Various embodiments are generally directed to
detecting race conditions arising from uncoordinated ac-
cesses to data by different portions of an application rou-
tine or by related application routines by detecting occur-
rences of one or more specified cache events that tend
to be associated with such uncoordinated accesses. A
monitoring unit of a processor component is configured
to capture indications of the state of the processor com-
ponent associated with such cache events. The monitor-
ing unit provides those captured indications to a detection
driver for filtering and/or relaying to a debugging routine
to enable debugging of the application routine or of the
related application routines.
[0008] As familiar to those skilled in the art, cache co-
herency mechanisms are employed to ensure that the
contents of a cache do not fail to be synchronized with
the contents of other storages, including other caches,
in a manner that results in a processor component read-
ing and using incorrect data. Such cache coherency
mechanisms often entail operations that store data in a
cache line, retrieve data from a cache line, instruct a
cache to mark data in a cache line as invalid and/or to
make a cache line available, and still other operations
that change the state associated with data stored in a
cache line. In some embodiments, the cache coherency
mechanism employed may be based on the widely
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known and widely used modified-exclusive-shared-inval-
idated (MESI) algorithm.
[0009] Regardless of the specific cache coherency
mechanism used, one or more of the operations affecting
the state associated with data stored in a cache line may
be cache events that are able to be detected by a mon-
itoring unit incorporated into a processor component.
Such a monitoring unit may be programmable to monitor
for one or more specified cache events and/or to capture
indications of one or more aspects of the state of a core
of the processor component upon detecting the one or
more specified cache events. The captured indications
may include an indicator of the type of cache event that
occurred, an indicator of the type of data access (e.g., a
read or write operation) that triggered the cache event,
an identifier of a process and/or thread of execution that
caused the data access, an indication of an address of
an instruction pointer, the contents of one or more reg-
isters of the processor component, etc.
[0010] The one or more specified cache events mon-
itored for may include one or more types cache event
that arise from a succession of accesses to the same
piece of data that occur relatively close in time (e.g., one
access occurring immediately after another). Of particu-
lar interest are cache events that may arise from an un-
coordinated combination of read and write operations or
from an uncoordinated pair of write operations involving
the same piece of data by two concurrently executed
portions of an application routine. Alternatively, such un-
coordinated accesses may be made by two or more re-
lated application routines that are meant to coordinate
such accesses as they are executed concurrently. Such
a lack of coordination may result in a race condition be-
tween the read and write operations in which the read
operation unpredictably retrieves the piece of data either
before or after it has been altered by the write operation,
or a race condition between two write operations in which
it the resulting state of the data becomes unpredictable.
Such cache events may involve an explicit communica-
tion to a cache to preemptively invalidate a cache line as
a result of an imminent or ongoing succession of access-
es to the same data stored in another cache line of an-
other cache. An example of such a cache event may be
a "request for ownership" or "read for ownership" (RFO)
cache event. Alternatively or additionally, such cache
events may involve an access to data in a cache line of
one cache that has been invalidated as a result of having
been both stored and modified in another cache line of
another cache. An example of such a cache event may
be a "hit modified" (HITM) cache event.
[0011] Indications of the state of a processor compo-
nent associated with a specific cache event may be cap-
tured each time that cache event occurs, or may be cap-
tured at a lesser specified frequency. By way of example,
such capturing may take place only on every fifth occur-
rence of the specified cache event. This may be done to
reduce processing and/or storage requirements, espe-
cially where the specified cache event is expected to oc-

cur frequently. This may also be done with the expecta-
tion that a mistake within an application routine that caus-
es a race condition ought to occur with sufficient frequen-
cy as to be likely to be captured, even though the cap-
turing does not take place each time the specified cache
event occurs.
[0012] The programming of the monitoring unit may be
performed by a detection driver that also receives the
captured indications of the one or more specified cache
events from the monitoring unit. The detection driver may
filter the captured indications it receives to generate re-
duced data made up of a more limited set of indications
to reduce the overall quantity of data to be provided to a
debugging routine. The debugging routine may be exe-
cuted by a processor component of the same computing
device in which the application routine is executed. Al-
ternatively, the debugging routine may be executed by a
processor component of a different computing device,
and the reduced data may be transmitted to the other
computing device via a network.
[0013] With general reference to notations and nomen-
clature used herein, portions of the detailed description
which follows may be presented in terms of program pro-
cedures executed on a computer or network of comput-
ers. These procedural descriptions and representations
are used by those skilled in the art to most effectively
convey the substance of their work to others skilled in
the art. A procedure is here, and generally, conceived to
be a self-consistent sequence of operations leading to a
desired result. These operations are those requiring
physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually,
though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of
electrical, magnetic or optical signals capable of being
stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise
manipulated. It proves convenient at times, principally
for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals
as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms,
numbers, or the like. It should be noted, however, that
all of these and similar terms are to be associated with
the appropriate physical quantities and are merely con-
venient labels applied to those quantities.
[0014] Further, these manipulations are often referred
to in terms, such as adding or comparing, which are com-
monly associated with mental operations performed by
a human operator. However, no such capability of a hu-
man operator is necessary, or desirable in most cases,
in any of the operations described herein that form part
of one or more embodiments. Rather, these operations
are machine operations. Useful machines for performing
operations of various embodiments include general pur-
pose digital computers as selectively activated or config-
ured by a computer program stored within that is written
in accordance with the teachings herein, and/or include
apparatus specially constructed for the required purpose.
Various embodiments also relate to apparatus or sys-
tems for performing these operations. These apparatus
may be specially constructed for the required purpose or
may include a general purpose computer. The required
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structure for a variety of these machines will be apparent
from the description given.
[0015] Reference is now made to the drawings, where-
in like reference numerals are used to refer to like ele-
ments throughout. In the following description, for pur-
poses of explanation, numerous specific details are set
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding there-
of. It may be evident, however, that the novel embodi-
ments can be practiced without these specific details. In
other instances, well known structures and devices are
shown in block diagram form in order to facilitate a de-
scription thereof. The intention is to cover all modifica-
tions, equivalents, and alternatives within the scope of
the claims.
[0016] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of
a race condition debugging system 1000 incorporating
one or more of a server 100, a computing device 300 and
a debugging device 500. Each of these computing de-
vices 100, 300 and 500 may be any of a variety of types
of computing device, including without limitation, a desk-
top computer system, a data entry terminal, a laptop com-
puter, a netbook computer, a tablet computer, a handheld
personal data assistant, a digital camera, a smartphone,
a smart wristwatch, smart glasses, a body-worn comput-
ing device incorporated into clothing, a computing device
integrated into a vehicle (e.g., a car, a bicycle, a wheel-
chair, etc.), a server, a cluster of servers, a server farm,
etc.
[0017] As depicted, subsets of these computing devic-
es 100, 300 and 500 may exchange signals via a network
999 that are associated with the debugging of race con-
ditions in accessing data arising from concurrent execu-
tion of portions of a single application routine 370 or of
multiple related application routines 370 on the comput-
ing device 300. However, one or more of these computing
devices may exchange other data entirely unrelated to
such debugging with each other and/or with still other
computing devices (not shown) via the network 999. In
various embodiments, the network 999 may be a single
network possibly limited to extending within a single
building or other relatively limited area, a combination of
connected networks possibly extending a considerable
distance, and/or may include the Internet. Thus, the net-
work 999 may be based on any of a variety (or combina-
tion) of communications technologies by which signals
may be exchanged, including without limitation, wired
technologies employing electrically and/or optically con-
ductive cabling, and wireless technologies employing in-
frared, radio frequency or other forms of wireless trans-
mission.
[0018] In various embodiments, the computing device
300 incorporates one or more of a processor component
350, a storage 360, controls 320, a display 380 and an
interface 390 to couple the computing device 300 to the
network 999. The processor component 350 incorpo-
rates a monitoring unit 354, and one or more cores 355
that each incorporate a cache 357. Each of the caches
357 may be a level 1 (L1) and/or level 2 (L2) cache, and

each may be dedicated for use by the one of the cores
355 into which it is incorporated. The computing device
300 may additionally incorporate an additional cache 367
that may be shared by multiple ones of the cores 355.
The cache 367 may be incorporated into the processor
component 350, or into a controller or other circuitry by
which the storage 360 is coupled to the processor com-
ponent 350, and may be a L2 or level 3 (L3) cache.
[0019] The monitoring unit 354 may monitor the state
of each of the cores 355 to detect occurrences of any of
a variety of events and may be operable to capture as-
pects of the state of each of the cores 355, including the
state of one or more registers of each of the cores 355.
The monitoring unit 354 may be directly coupled to the
caches 357 of each of the cores 355 to directly monitor
cache events associated with the operation of each of
the caches 357. In embodiments in which the cache 367
is incorporated into the processor component 350, the
monitoring unit 354 may be directly coupled to the cache
367 to directly monitor cache events associated with the
operation of the cache 367. In embodiments in which the
cache 367 is not incorporated into the processor compo-
nent 350 (e.g., the cache 367 is incorporated into or oth-
erwise associated with the storage 360), the monitoring
unit 354 may monitor communications exchanged be-
tween the processor component 350 and the cache 367
that may be indicative of cache events associated with
the cache 367. Stated differently, the monitoring unit 354
monitors for the occurrence of one or more specific types
of cache event occurring in connection with each of the
caches 357 and/or in the cache 367, and to capture in-
dications of the state of one or more of the cores 355 in
response to occurrences of the one or more specific types
of cache event.
[0020] The storage 360 stores one or more of an op-
erating system 340, data 330, a detection driver 140,
configuration data 135, monitoring data 334, reduced da-
ta 337 and a debugging routine 170. Also stored within
the storage 360 is either one of the application routine
370 or multiple related ones of the application routine
370. Each of the operating system 340, the application
routine(s) 370, the detection driver 140 and the debug-
ging routine 170 incorporates a sequence of instructions
operative on the processor component 350 in its role as
a main processor component of the computing device
300 to implement logic to perform various functions.
[0021] In executing the operating system 340, the proc-
essor component 350 may provide various forms of sup-
port for the execution of the application routine(s) 370,
including callable system functions to provide various
services. The operating system 340 may provide a layer
of abstraction between the application routine(s) 370 and
hardware components of the computing device 300
and/or their device drivers. Among the hardware compo-
nents and related device drivers from which a layer of
abstraction may be provided may be the monitoring unit
354 and the detection driver 140. The operating system
340 provides support for the concurrent execution of mul-
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tiple portions of a single application routine 370 or for the
concurrent execution of portions of related application
routines 370 in separate ones of multiple threads of ex-
ecution by the processor component 350. A single one
of the application routines 370 may be any of a variety
of types of routine selected for execution on the comput-
ing device 300 by the processor component 350 with the
support of the operating system 340 to perform any of a
variety of personal and/or professional functions, includ-
ing word processors, website viewers, photograph edi-
tors, meeting schedule management, CAD/CAM, etc.
Where there are multiple ones of the application routine
370, they may be related application routines of a set of
application routines, such as, and not limited to, a word
processing application and an illustration application of
the same "productivity suite" of application routines, or a
website browsing application and an "extension" appli-
cation to enable viewing of a particular type of data pro-
vided by a website.
[0022] In executing the detection driver 140, the proc-
essor component 350 configures the monitoring unit 354
to detect occurrences of one or more specific cache
events associated with one or more of the caches 357
and/or the cache 367. In so doing, the processor com-
ponent 350 may be caused to specify the one or more
cache events through setting bits of one or more registers
associated with the monitoring unit 354. The processor
component 350 may retrieve indications of the one or
more cache events to be detected from the configuration
data 135. Of particular interest may be cache events that
arise as a result of combinations of read and write oper-
ations involving the same piece of data that occur rela-
tively close together in time. Given the closeness in time
and a lack of coordination, the read operation may un-
predictably occur either before or after the write opera-
tion, thereby causing a race condition between the read
and write operations such that a wrong version of that
piece of data is sometimes retrieved in the read operation
and sometimes not. Alternatively or additionally, of par-
ticular interest may be cache events that arise as a result
of combinations of multiple write operations involving the
same piece of data that occur relatively close together in
time. Given the closeness in time and a lack of coordi-
nation, one of the write operations may unpredictably oc-
cur either before or after another, thereby causing a race
condition between the multiple write operations such that
the state of the data following the multiple write opera-
tions is rendered unpredictable. It is possible that such
uncoordinated combinations of accesses to the same
piece of data result from a lack of coordination either
between two concurrently executed portions of a single
application routine 370, or between two concurrently ex-
ecuted application routines 370 that are related such that
they are meant to coordinate their accesses.
[0023] Upon being so configured, the monitoring unit
354 captures indications of the state of one or more of
the cores 355 of the processor component 350 in re-
sponse to the occurrence of one of the one or more spec-

ified cache events, and provides the captured indications
to the detection driver 140 as the monitoring data 334.
The captured indications may include indications of the
state of one or more registers associated with one or
more of the cores 355, indications of addresses stored
in one or more instruction pointers, indications of instruc-
tions being executed, indications of identities of process-
es and/or threads being executed by one or more of the
cores 355, etc. The captured indications may also include
indications of the state of one or more cache lines of one
or more of the caches 357 and/or of the cache 367. The
captured indications may also include indications of
cache protocol signals exchanged among the caches
357 and/or 367. This may include indications of cache
protocol signals exchanged between the processor com-
ponent 350 and the cache 367 in embodiments in which
the cache 367 is external to the processor component
350. These various indications may provide indications
of what access instruction(s) of what portion(s) of the
application routine 370 were executed that triggered the
occurrence of the specified cache event that triggered
the capturing of the indications.
[0024] In further executing the detection driver 140, the
processor component 350 may also configure a counter
of the monitoring unit 354 to recurringly count a specified
number of occurrences of a specified cache event before
capturing indications of the state of the processor com-
ponent 350. In other words, instead of capturing indica-
tions of the state of the processor component 350 in re-
sponse to every occurrence of a specified cache event,
the monitoring unit 354 may be caused to capture indi-
cations of the state of the processor component 350 for
a sample subset of the occurrences of the specified
cache event, thereby reducing the frequency with which
such capturing is performed. More specifically, the mon-
itoring unit 354 may be configured to capture the state
of the processor component 350 at only every "Nth" of
the specified cache event in which the frequency at which
captures are performed is controlled by the value of N.
The frequency with which the captures are performed
(e.g., the value of N) may also be specified in the config-
uration data 135. Capturing the state of the processor
component 350 less frequently than upon every occur-
rence of the specified cache event may be deemed de-
sirable to reduce processing and/or storage resources
required in processing and/or relaying the captured indi-
cations to a debugging routine. Further, this may be done
with the expectation that a mistake in one of the applica-
tion routines 370 that results in occurrences of data ac-
cess race conditions between concurrently executed por-
tions of one or more than one of the application routines
370 that trigger the specified cache event are likely to
occur sufficiently often as to render capturing the state
of the processor component 350 in response to each
occurrence unnecessary. Stated differently, such sam-
pling of the state of the processor component 350 for less
than all of such occurrences may be deemed likely to
provide sufficient information to at least narrow down the
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location of a mistake causing a race condition within the
instructions making up one of the application routines
370.
[0025] In still further executing the detection driver 140,
the processor component 350 may operate one or more
registers of the monitoring unit 354 and/or signal the mon-
itoring unit 354 via another mechanism to dynamically
enable and/or disable the monitoring for the one or more
specified cache events. The processor component 350
may be triggered to do so in response to indications of
whether one or more than one of the application routines
370 are currently being executed. Such indications may
be conveyed directly between the application routine(s)
370 and the detection driver 140, or may be relayed
through the operating system 340 and/or through the de-
bugging routine 170 (if present).
[0026] Regardless of whether captures of the state of
the processor component 350 are performed upon every
occurrence of a specified cache event or less frequently,
the processor component 350 may be caused by the de-
tection driver 140 to filter the monitoring data 334 to gen-
erate the reduced data 337 with a subset of the indica-
tions of the monitoring data 334. The monitoring data 334
may contain indications of more pieces of information
concerning the state of the processor component 350
than is actually needed to enable debugging of possible
race conditions in accesses to data made by separate
concurrently executed portions of the application routine
370. The indications of the monitoring data 334 may be
filtered to remove indications associated with ones of the
cores 355, processes and/or threads not involved in ex-
ecuting any portion of the application routine(s) 370. To
enable this, the processor component 350 may retrieve
identifiers of the cores 355, processes and/or threads
that are involved in executing portions of the application
routine(s) 370, and/or identifiers of the portions that are
executed. Such identifiers may then be compared to
identifiers of the monitoring data 334 to identify indica-
tions in the monitoring data 334 that are associated with
a cache event unrelated to a possible race condition be-
tween accesses made by portions of the application rou-
tine(s) 370. Depending on the architecture of the oper-
ating system 340, such identifiers may be retrieved from
the application routine(s) 370 through the operating sys-
tem 340 and/or through the debugging routine 170 (if
present). Alternatively or additionally, the indications of
the monitoring data 334 may be filtered to remove indi-
cations associated with registers of the processor com-
ponent 350 not associated with accessing data.
[0027] In some embodiments, the processor compo-
nent 350 may provide the reduced data 337 to the de-
bugging routine 170 to enable debugging of possible race
conditions in data accesses between portions of the ap-
plication routine(s) 370 on the computing device 300. In
so doing, and depending on the architecture of the op-
erating system 340, such a conveyance of the reduced
data 337 from the detection driver 140 to the debugging
routine 170 may be performed at least partly through the

operating system 340. In other embodiments, the proc-
essor component 350 may operate the interface 390 to
transmit the reduced data 337 to the debugging device
500 to enable debugging to be performed thereon.
[0028] FIGS. 3 and 4 each depict an embodiment of
operation of components of the computing device 300 to
detect a specific cache event. More specifically, FIG. 3
depicts detection of a RFO cache event, and FIG. 4 de-
picts detection of a HITM cache event. As depicted in
both FIGS. 3 and 4, one or more of the cores 355 incor-
porates one or more registers 3555. The registers 3555
may include registers supporting arithmetic operations,
bitwise logic operations, single-instruction-multiple-data
(SIMD) operations, etc. As also depicted, each of the
caches 357 and/or 367 incorporates a cache controller
3575 and multiple cache lines 3577 (of which one is de-
picted). As further depicted, the monitoring unit 354 in-
corporates a counter 3544 and one or more registers
3545 by which the monitoring unit may be programmed
to detect various events and to capture various pieces
of information. The monitoring unit 354 may directly com-
municate with the cache controller 375 of one or more of
the caches 357 and/or 367 to detect cache events. Al-
ternatively or additionally, the monitoring unit 354 may
intercept communications among the cache controllers
3575 of two or more of the caches 357 and/or 367 to
detect cache events.
[0029] As still further depicted, the one or more appli-
cation routines 370 incorporate multiple portions 377 to
be concurrently executed, each of which may be as-
signed a unique identifier (ID) that may be generated by
the operating system 340 as threads are allocated to ex-
ecute each portion 377. Each portion includes a subset
of the sequence of instructions of one of the application
routines 370 to perform a subset of the one or more func-
tions of that one of the application routines 370. In some
embodiments, the application portions 377 that may ac-
cess the same piece of data (e.g., the data 330) may be
portions 377 of the same application routine 370. In such
embodiments, those portions 377 should coordinate their
accesses to a piece of data with each other. Such coor-
dination may be meant to occur entirely within that one
application routine 370 of which both are a part via any
of a variety of mechanisms including and not limited to
flag bits, passing of parameters in function calls, etc., but
a mistake in the writing of one or more of the portions
may result in a lack of such coordination. In other em-
bodiments, the application portions 377 that may access
the same piece of data may be portions 377 of different
ones of the application routines 370 that are related to
the extent that they should coordinate their accesses to
a piece of data with each other, but again, a mistake may
result in a lack of such coordination. In still other embod-
iments, there may be multiple instances of the same por-
tion 377 of the same application routine 370 that make
accesses to the same piece of data, such instances of
the same portion 377 should coordinate those accesses.
[0030] In preparation for detecting a cache event in
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either of the embodiments of FIGS 3 or 4, the processor
component 350 may be caused by its execution of the
detection driver 140 to program one or more of the reg-
isters 3545 of the monitoring unit 354 to configure the
monitoring unit 354 to detect occurrences of one or more
specific cache events. The processor component 350
may also be caused to program one or more of the reg-
isters 3545 to respond to detection of those occurrences
by capturing aspects of the state of the processor com-
ponent 350. The processor component 350 may be fur-
ther caused to program the counter 3544 to cause the
monitoring unit 354 to perform such capturing less fre-
quently than upon each of such occurrences. For exam-
ple, the monitoring unit 354 may be configured, via the
counter 3544, to perform such capturing on only every
3rd occurrence of a specified cache event.
[0031] Turning to FIG. 3, one of the cores 355 of the
processor component 350, in executing one portion 377,
executes a read instruction to read the data 330 to load
the data 330 into one of the registers 3555. Immediately
thereafter, the core 355 of the processor component 350,
in executing another portion 377 (of either the same ap-
plication routine 370 or a different, but related application
routine 370) or in executing another instance of the same
portion 377, executes a write instruction to write the data
330 with a value from one of the registers 3555 (either
the same one of the registers 3555, or a different one)
to modify the data 330. Thus, as a result of concurrent
execution of two different portions 377, both a read op-
eration and a write operation that both access the same
data 330 occur relatively close in time. As has been dis-
cussed, this may be an instance of two uncoordinated
accesses to the data 330 such that either of the read and
write operations may have occurred ahead of the other
such that the read operation could retrieve a wrong ver-
sion of the data 330.
[0032] The execution of the read operation may cause
the retrieval of the data 330 either from the storage 360
or from another cache (e.g., the cache 367 or another of
the caches 357) depending on whether an up-to-date
copy of the data 330 is stored in another cache at the
time the read operation is executed. Either way, the
cache line 3577 of the cache 357 is loaded with the data
330 and the data 330 is also provided to whichever one
of the registers 3555 was meant to be loaded with the
data 330 by execution of the read operation.
[0033] However, the fact of this read operation being
followed, either immediately or at least relatively quickly,
by a write operation that will modify the same data 330
may trigger the cache controller 3575 of the cache 357
to signal the cache controller 3575 of the other cache
357 or 367 to invalidate whatever copy it may have of
the data 330. In response to receiving this signal, the
cache controller 3575 of the other cache 357 or 367 in-
validates its copy of the data 330 in whichever one of its
cache lines 3577 in which that copy may be stored (this
invalidation depicted with hash lines). This signal to the
other cache 357 or 367 to invalidate whatever copy of

the data 330 it may have is a preemptive signal announc-
ing that whatever copy of the data 330 that the other
cache 357 or 367 may have will shortly become out of
date based on the fact of the write operation that is about
to be executed after the read operation.
[0034] This combination of the read operation to re-
trieve the data 330 for storage in the cache 357 and the
signal to the other cache 357 or 367 to invalidate what-
ever copy of the data 330 it may have is what is referred
to as a "read for ownership" (RFO) cache event. In es-
sence, the cache 357 is "taking ownership" of the data
330 away from any other caches that may have a copy
of the data 330 in preparation for the write operation that
will change the data 330, which will result in the cache
357 "owning" the up to date version of what the data 330
will be following the write operation. Use of such a
preemptive notice among the caches 357 and/or 367 oc-
curs in at least some implementations of cache coher-
ency mechanisms based on the MESI algorithm, and
may be deemed desirable to increase efficiency in main-
taining cache coherency. Depending on whether the
monitoring unit 354 is in direct communications with the
cache controllers 3575 of either the cache 357 or the
other cache 357 or 367, the monitoring unit 354 may be
signaled by one or both of these cache controllers 3575
of the occurrence of this RFO cache event and/or may
intercept the invalidation signal exchanged between
them. It should be noted that in some embodiments, the
invalidation signal may incorporate an indication of being
part of a RFO cache event.
[0035] Turning to FIG. 4, one of the cores 355 of the
processor component 350, specifically the core desig-
nated as core 355x in FIG. 4, is caused by its execution
of a portion 377 to perform a write operation to modify
the data 330, which happens to be stored in one of the
cache lines 3577 of the cache 357 associated with the
core 355x. As a result, the copy of the data 330 in that
cache line 3577 is now the up-to-date version of the data
330. Also, in response to this modification of this copy of
the data 330, the cache controller 3575 of the cache 357
of the core 355x transmits a signal to the cache control-
lers 3575 of other caches to invalidate whatever copies
they may have of the data 330, including others of the
caches 357 and/or the cache 367. Among those other
controllers 3575 of those other caches is the controller
3575 of the cache 357 of another of the cores 355, spe-
cifically the core designated as core 355y in FIG. 4. In
response to receiving the invalidation signal, the cache
controller 3575 of the cache 357 of the core 355y inval-
idates its copy of the data 330 stored in one of its cache
lines 3577 (this invalidation depicted with hash lines).
[0036] Subsequently, the core 355y is caused by its
execution of another portion 377 (of either the same ap-
plication routine 370 or a different, but related application
routine 370) or by its execution of another instance of the
same portion 377 to perform either a read operation to
read the data 330 or a write operation to write to the data
330. Given that the most up-to-date copy of the data 330
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is stored in one of the cache lines 3577 of the cache 357
of the core 355x, the cache controller 3575 of the cache
357 of the core 355x signals the cache controller 3575
of the cache 357 of the core 355y to the effect that the
cache 357 of the core 355x has a modified copy of the
data 330 such that this is the most up-to-date copy. Stat-
ed differently, this signal conveys the fact that this sub-
sequent read or write operation has resulted in a cache
"hit" arising from the cache 357 of the core 355x having
a copy of the data 330 such that it need not be accessed
at the slower storage 360, and this signal conveys the
fact that this copy has been modified such that it is the
most up-to-date copy. The combination of these two in-
dications in this signal signifies a "hit-modified" or HITM
cache event. Thus, a HITM cache event, like the RFO
cache event of FIG. 3, arises from a combination of two
access operations involving the same data in which one
is executed within a relatively short period of time after
the other, possibly with one immediately following the
other. Again, this may be indicative of an instance of two
uncoordinated accesses to the same piece of data
caused by the concurrent execution of two different por-
tions 377 of either the same application routine 370 or of
different application routines 370. Depending on whether
the monitoring unit 354 is in direct communications with
the cache controllers 3575 of either the caches 357 of
the cores 355x or 355y, the monitoring unit 354 may be
signaled by one or both of these cache controllers 3575
of the occurrence of this HITM cache event and/or may
intercept the HITM signal exchanged between them.
[0037] Referring back to both FIGS. 3 and 4, the mon-
itoring unit 354 may respond to the occurrence of either
of these RFO or HITM cache events by capturing indica-
tions of the state of at least a subset of the cores 355 of
the processor component 350, and providing those indi-
cations to the detection driver 140 as the monitoring data
334. As has been discussed, in executing the detection
driver 140, the processor component 350 may filter those
indications of the monitoring data 334 to generate the
reduced data 337 with fewer of those indications. Again,
the reduced data 337 may be conveyed to the debugging
routine 170 or may be transmitted to the debugging de-
vice 500. Again, such filtering may include removing in-
dications of the state of ones of the cores 355, processes
and/or threads not involved in executing a portion 377 of
the one or more application routines 370. To enable iden-
tification of the cores 355, processes and/or threads that
are involved in executing portions 377 of the application
routine(s) 370, the processor component 350 may re-
trieve identifiers for those portions 377, cores 355, proc-
esses and/or threads.
[0038] Returning to FIG. 1, in embodiments in which
the reduced data 337 is provided to the debugging routine
170, the processor component 350 may be caused by
its execution of the debugging routine 170 to operate the
controls 320 and/or the display 380 to provide a user
interface by which information relevant to debugging po-
tentially uncoordinated data accesses may be presented.

More specifically, the indications of possible instances
of uncoordinated accesses arising from concurrent exe-
cution of different portions 377 of either the same appli-
cation routine 370 or of different, but related, application
routines 370 may be visually presented on the display
380. Alternatively or additionally, sequences of instruc-
tions from the concurrently executed portions 377 iden-
tified as having caused accesses to the same piece of
data (e.g., the data 330) relatively close in time, as indi-
cated in the reduced data 337, may be visually presented
on the display 380 to enable inspection of those sequenc-
es.
[0039] Alternatively, in embodiments that include the
debugging device and in which the reduced data 337 is
provided to the debugging device 500, the debugging
device 500 incorporates one or more of a processor com-
ponent 550, a storage 560, controls 520, a display 580
and an interface 590 to couple the debugging device 500
to the network 999. The storage 560 stores the reduced
data 337 and a debugging routine 570. The debugging
routine 570 incorporates a sequence of instructions op-
erative on the processor component 550 in its role as a
main processor component of the remote computing de-
vice 500 to implement logic to perform various functions.
Not unlike the debugging routine 170, in executing the
debugging routine 570, the processor component 550
may operate the controls 520 and/or the display 580 to
provide a user interface by which information relevant to
debugging potentially uncoordinated data accesses by
portions 377 of the application routine(s) 370 may be
presented. Again, alternatively or additionally, indica-
tions of possible instances of uncoordinated access aris-
ing from concurrent execution of different portions 377
and/or sequences of instructions from those different por-
tions may be visually presented on the display 580.
[0040] In embodiments that include the server 100, the
computing device 300 may be provided with one or more
of the detection driver 140, the configuration data 135
and the debugging routine 170 therefrom, and such pro-
visioning may be performed through the network 999. It
should be noted that the debugging routine 170 may be
a component of one or more of the application routines
370 such that the debugging routine 170 may be provided
to the computing device 300 along with or as part of one
or more of the application routines 370.
[0041] FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of an alternate
embodiment of the race condition debugging system
1000 that includes an alternate embodiment of the com-
puting device 300. The alternate embodiment of the race
condition debugging system 1000 of FIG. 2 is similar to
the embodiment of FIG. 1 in many ways, and thus, like
reference numerals are used to refer to like components
throughout. However, unlike the computing device 300
of FIG. 1, the computing device 300 of FIG. 2 incorporates
more than one of the processor components 350, des-
ignated in FIG. 2 as processor components 350a and
350b that may each execute a portion of the same ap-
plication routine 370 or of different, but related, applica-
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tion routines 370. Thus, the race conditions in accesses
to the same piece of data by different portions of one or
more application routines 370 may involve races be-
tween accesses made by different ones of the processor
components 350a and 350b.
[0042] To accommodate this, execution of the detec-
tion driver 140 by one or both of the processor compo-
nents 350a and 350b may cause the monitoring units
354 of both of these processor components to be con-
figured to monitor for specific cache events and to capture
aspects of the state of their respective ones of these proc-
essor components. Thus, both of the depicted monitoring
units 354 may contribute to the contents of the monitoring
data 334. Further, the detection driver 140 may collate
the indications of the state of each of the processor com-
ponents 350a and 350b into a combined set of indications
in generating the reduced data 337. By way of example,
the detection driver 140 may filter out redundant infor-
mation in the indications in the monitoring data 334 re-
ceived from each of the monitoring units 354.
[0043] In various embodiments, each of the processor
components 350 and 550 may include any of a wide va-
riety of commercially available processors. Further, one
or more of these processor components may include mul-
tiple processors, a multi-threaded processor, a multi-core
processor (whether the multiple cores coexist on the
same or separate dies), and/or a multi-processor archi-
tecture of some other variety by which multiple physically
separate processors are in some way linked.
[0044] In various embodiments, each of the storages
360 and 560 may be based on any of a wide variety of
information storage technologies, possibly including vol-
atile technologies requiring the uninterrupted provision
of electric power, and possibly including technologies en-
tailing the use of machine-readable storage media that
may or may not be removable. Thus, each of these stor-
ages may include any of a wide variety of types (or com-
bination of types) of storage device, including without lim-
itation, read-only memory (ROM), random-access mem-
ory (RAM), dynamic RAM (DRAM), Double-Data-Rate
DRAM (DDR-DRAM), synchronous DRAM (SDRAM),
static RAM (SRAM), programmable ROM (PROM), eras-
able programmable ROM (EPROM), electrically erasa-
ble programmable ROM (EEPROM), flash memory, pol-
ymer memory (e.g., ferroelectric polymer memory),
ovonic memory, phase change or ferroelectric memory,
silicon-oxide-nitride-oxide-silicon (SONOS) memory,
magnetic or optical cards, one or more individual ferro-
magnetic disk drives, or a plurality of storage devices
organized into one or more arrays (e.g., multiple ferro-
magnetic disk drives organized into a Redundant Array
of Independent Disks array, or RAID array). It should be
noted that although each of these storages is depicted
as a single block, one or more of these may include mul-
tiple storage devices that may be based on differing stor-
age technologies. Thus, for example, one or more of each
of these depicted storages may represent a combination
of an optical drive or flash memory card reader by which

programs and/or data may be stored and conveyed on
some form of machine-readable storage media, a ferro-
magnetic disk drive to store programs and/or data locally
for a relatively extended period, and one or more volatile
solid state memory devices enabling relatively quick ac-
cess to programs and/or data (e.g., SRAM or DRAM). It
should also be noted that each of these storages may be
made up of multiple storage components based on iden-
tical storage technology, but which may be maintained
separately as a result of specialization in use (e.g., some
DRAM devices employed as a main storage while other
DRAM devices employed as a distinct frame buffer of a
graphics controller).
[0045] In various embodiments, each of the interfaces
390 and 590 may employ any of a wide variety of signaling
technologies enabling computing devices to be coupled
to other devices as has been described. Each of these
interfaces may include circuitry providing at least some
of the requisite functionality to enable such coupling.
However, each of these interfaces may also be at least
partially implemented with sequences of instructions ex-
ecuted by corresponding ones of the processor compo-
nents (e.g., to implement a protocol stack or other fea-
tures). Where electrically and/or optically conductive ca-
bling is employed, these interfaces may employ signaling
and/or protocols conforming to any of a variety of industry
standards, including without limitation, RS-232C, RS-
422, USB, Ethernet (IEEE-802.3) or IEEE-1394. Where
the use of wireless signal transmission is entailed, these
interfaces may employ signaling and/or protocols con-
forming to any of a variety of industry standards, including
without limitation, IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g,
802.16, 802.20 (commonly referred to as "Mobile Broad-
band Wireless Access"); Bluetooth; ZigBee; or a cellular
radiotelephone service such as GSM with General Pack-
et Radio Service (GSM/GPRS), CDMA/lxRTT, En-
hanced Data Rates for Global Evolution (EDGE), Evolu-
tion Data Only/Optimized (EV-DO), Evolution For Data
and Voice (EV-DV), High Speed Downlink Packet Access
(HSDPA), High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA),
4G LTE, etc.
[0046] FIG. 5 illustrates a block diagram of a portion
of an embodiment of the race condition debugging sys-
tem 1000 of FIG. 1 in greater detail. More specifically,
FIG. 5 depicts aspects of the operating environment of
the computing device 300 in which the processor com-
ponent 350, in executing at least the detection driver 140,
detects cache events that may be associated with a race
condition between two accesses to the same piece of
data. FIG. 6 illustrates a block diagram of a portion of an
embodiment of the race condition debugging system
1000 of FIG. 2 in greater detail. More specifically, FIG. 6
depicts aspects of the operating environment of the com-
puting device 300 in which either of the processor com-
ponents 350a or 350b, in executing at least the detection
driver 140, detects cache events that may be associated
with a race condition between two accesses to the same
piece of data.
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[0047] Referring to both FIGS. 5 and 6, as recognizable
to those skilled in the art, the operating system 340, the
application routine(s) 370, the detection driver 140 and
the debugging routine 170, including the components of
which each is composed, are selected to be operative
on whatever type of processor or processors that are
selected to implement applicable ones of the processor
components 350, 350a or 350b. In various embodiments,
the sequences of instructions making up each may in-
clude one or more of an operating system, device drivers
and/or application-level routines (e.g., so-called "soft-
ware suites" provided on disc media, "applets" obtained
from a remote server, etc.). Where an operating system
is included, the operating system may be any of a variety
of available operating systems appropriate for whatever
corresponding ones of the processor components 350,
350a or 350b. Where one or more device drivers are
included, those device drivers may provide support for
any of a variety of other components, whether hardware
or software components, of the computing device 300.
[0048] The detection driver 140 may include a config-
uration component 145 executable by the processor
component 350 or by the processor components 350a
and/or 350b to configure one or more of the monitoring
units 354 to detect one or more specific cache events
(e.g., RFO, HITM, etc.) associated with race conditions
between accesses to the same piece of data (e.g., the
data 330). More specifically, a trigger component 1455
of the configuration component 145 programs one or
more of the registers 3545 of one or more of the moni-
toring units to specify one or more particular cache events
to respond to by capturing various aspects of the state
of the processor component 350 or of the processor com-
ponents 350a and/or 350b. The configuration component
145 may retrieve indications of what those particular
cache events are from the configuration data 135. The
registers 3545 may enable the select of which aspects
of the state of the processor component 350 or of the
processor components 350a and/or 350b are to be cap-
tured. Further, the registers 3545 may enable some con-
trol over the manner in which the monitoring data 334 (or
alternatively monitoring data 334a and 334b, as depicted
in FIG. 6) generated by the monitoring unit(s) 354 is pro-
vided.
[0049] A counter component 1454 of the configuration
component 145 may program the counter 3544 of the
monitoring unit(s) 354 to capture the state of the proces-
sor component 350 or of the processor components 350a
and/or 350b at a specified interval of occurrences of a
specified cache event (e.g., every "Nth" occurrence) to
reduce the frequency at which such captures are per-
formed. In embodiments in which there is more than one
of the processor components 350 (e.g., the processor
components 350a and 350b of FIG. 6), the configuration
component 145 may program the monitoring units 354
of each of the processor components to coordinate the
capturing of cache events at the same frequency and/or
for the same occurrences of a cache event.

[0050] The trigger component 1455 may also operate
one or more of the registers 3545 of one or more of the
monitoring units 354 to dynamically enable and/or disa-
ble detection of the one or more specific cache events.
The configuration component 145 may do so in response
to indications received from the operating system 340,
the debugging routine 170, and/or at least one of the
application routines 370 of when the at least one of the
application routines 370 is being executed.
[0051] The detection driver 140 may include a filtering
component 144 executable by the processor component
350 or by the processor components 350a and/or 350b
to receive the monitoring data 334 or the monitoring data
334a and 334b from the monitoring unit(s) 354. Upon
receipt of the monitoring data 334 or the monitoring data
334a-b, the filtering component 144 parses the indica-
tions of the status of the processor component 350 or
the processor components 350a and/or 350b to generate
the reduced data 337 with a subset of those indications
that are deemed germane to identifying what portions
377 of one or more of the application routines 370 may
be involved in a race condition in accessing the same
piece of data. In so doing, the filtering component 144
may do so by comparing addresses of routines and/or
data associated with cache events to one or more known
addresses or ranges of addresses either of portions 377
of one or more of the application routines 370 believed
to be responsible for such race conditions or of the data
being accessed amidst such race conditions. In embod-
iments in which there is more than one of the processor
components 350 (e.g., the processor components 350a
and 350b of FIG. 6), the filtering component may elimi-
nate redundant information in the indications of the state
of those processor components in generating the re-
duced data 337.
[0052] The filtering component 144 may also remove
indications of the state of ones of the cores 355, proc-
esses and/or threads not involved in executing any por-
tion 377 of one or more of the application routines 370
believed to be responsible for such race conditions. To
enable this, the filtering component 144 may retrieve
identifiers of the cores 355, processes and/or threads
that are involved in executing portions 377 of the one or
more application routines 370. The filtering component
144 may compare such identifiers to similar identifiers
included in the indications to distinguish indications as-
sociated with a cache event arising from a race condition
between accesses made by different portions 377 of the
application routine(s) 370, from indications associated
with other cache events. In various embodiments, de-
pending on the architecture of the operating system 340
and/or other factors, the filtering component 144 may re-
ceive such identifiers directly from the application rou-
tine(s) 370 (e.g., as a result of one or more of the appli-
cation routines 370 operating in a "debug mode"), from
the debugging routine 170, or from the operating system
340. The debugging routine 170 may retrieve such iden-
tifiers from the application routine(s) 370 or the operating
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system 340 before relaying them to the filtering compo-
nent 144.
[0053] The detection driver 140 may include a relaying
component 147 executable by the processor component
350 or by the processor components 350a and/or 350b
to relay the reduced data 337 to a debugging routine
executed within one or both of the computing device 300
or another computing device (e.g., the debugging device
500). In relaying the reduced data 337 to a debugging
routine executed within the computing device 300 (e.g.,
the debugging routine 170), the relaying component 147
may so relay the reduced data 337 through the operating
system 340. This may be necessitated in embodiments
in which the detection driver 140 is executed as a device
driver at a lower level similar to the operating system 340
such that the operating system provides a layer of ab-
straction between device drivers and other routines, such
as the debugging routine 170. In relaying the reduced
data 337 to a debugging routine executed within another
computing device, the relaying component 147 may em-
ploy the interface 390 to transmit the reduced data 337
to another computing device (e.g., the debugging device
500) via a network (e.g., the network 999).
[0054] FIG. 7 illustrates one embodiment of a logic flow
2100. The logic flow 2100 may be representative of some
or all of the operations executed by one or more embod-
iments described herein. More specifically, the logic flow
2100 may illustrate operations performed by the proces-
sor component 350 or the processor components 350a
and/or 350b in executing at least the detection driver 140,
and/or performed by other component(s) of the comput-
ing device 300.
[0055] At 2110, a processor component of a computing
device of a race condition debugging system (e.g., the
processor component 350 or the processor component
350a and/or 350b of the computing device 300 of the
race condition debugging system 1000) awaits an indi-
cation of the start of execution of one or more application
routines (e.g., the application routine(s) 370). As has
been discussed, such an indication may be conveyed
directly from the one or more application routines,
through an operating system (e.g., the operating system
340) or from a debugging routine (e.g., the debugging
routine 170).
[0056] At 2120, a monitoring unit (e.g., the monitoring
unit 354) of a processor component that executes at least
one portion of the application routine(s) is configured to
detect occurrences of specific cache event(s) associated
with race conditions between accesses to the same piece
of data (e.g., RFO, HITM, etc.), and to respond to those
occurrences by capturing indications of the state of a
processor component that executes one or more appli-
cation routines. One or more of the processors that ex-
ecutes at least a portion of the application routine(s) may
or may not be the same processor component that con-
figures the monitoring unit. As previously discussed, the
accesses may be a combination of a read operation and
a write operation or may be a combination of multiple

write operations. Regardless, the accesses may be made
by different portions of a single application routine, por-
tions of two different application routines, or two instanc-
es of the same portion of the same application routine
that have failed to coordinate these accesses, even
though they are meant to do so (e.g., portions 377 of
either a single application routine 370 or of different ones
of the application routines 370, or a single portion 377 of
a single application routine 370). As also previously dis-
cussed, the captured indications may include an indicator
of the type of cache event that occurred, an indicator of
the type of data access (e.g., a read operation or a write
operation) that triggered the cache event, an identifier of
a process and/or thread of execution that caused the
data access, an indication of an address of an instruction
pointer, the contents of one or more registers of the proc-
essor component, etc.
[0057] At 2130, a counter of the monitoring unit is con-
figured to perform such captures at an interval of occur-
rences of the cache event(s) other than every occur-
rence. As has been discussed, such an interval may be
every "Nth" occurrence of the cache event(s), such as
every 3rd occurrence, every 5th occurrence, etc.
[0058] At 2140, the end of the execution of the one or
more application routines is awaited. At 2150, the end of
execution of the application routine(s) is responded to by
configuring the monitoring unit to cease monitoring for
occurrences of the cache event(s). In this way, the mon-
itoring for occurrences of the cache events and accom-
panying capture operations may be dynamically enabled
and disabled depending on whether the application rou-
tine(s) are currently being executed.
[0059] FIG. 8 illustrates one embodiment of a logic flow
2200. The logic flow 2200 may be representative of some
or all of the operations executed by one or more embod-
iments described herein. More specifically, the logic flow
2200 may illustrate operations performed by the proces-
sor component 350 or the processor components 350a
and/or 350b in executing at least the detection driver 140,
and/or performed by other component(s) of the comput-
ing device 300.
[0060] At 2210, a monitoring unit of a processor com-
ponent of a computing device of a race condition debug-
ging system (e.g., the monitoring unit 354 of the proces-
sor component 350 or the processor components 350a
and/or 350b of the computing device 300 of the race con-
dition debugging system 1000) monitors one or more
cores (e.g., one or more of the cores 355 or one or both
of the cores 355x and 355y) of a processor component
executing at least a portion of at least one application
routine (e.g., one of the portions 377 of one of the appli-
cation routines 370) for an occurrence of a specified
cache event. As has been discussed, the monitoring unit
is configured to monitor for one or more specific cache
events associated with race conditions between access-
es to the same piece of data, such as a race condition
between a read operation and a write operation or be-
tween two write operations involving the same piece of
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data.
[0061] At 2220, an occurrence of the specified event
is detected. At 2230, a check is made to determine wheth-
er the end of an interval programmed into a counter of
the monitoring unit (e.g., the counter 3544) has been
reached. If the end of the interval has not been reached,
then the one or more cores of the processor component
executing at least a portion of the application routine are
again monitored at 2210.
[0062] However, if the end of the interval has been
reached, then the state of the one or more cores of the
processor component executing at least one portion of
at least one application routine is captured at 2240. As
has been discussed, such capturing may entail capturing
the state of one or more of the registers of one or more
of the cores (e.g., the registers 3555) and/or an address
pointed to by an instruction pointer of one or more of the
cores. Following such a capture, the monitoring of the
one or more cores continues at 2210.
[0063] FIG. 9 illustrates one embodiment of a logic flow
2300. The logic flow 2300 may be representative of some
or all of the operations executed by one or more embod-
iments described herein. More specifically, the logic flow
2300 may illustrate operations performed by the proces-
sor component 350 or the processor components 350a
and/or 350b in executing at least the detection driver 140,
and/or performed by other component(s) of the comput-
ing device 300.
[0064] At 2310, a processor component of a computing
device of a race condition debugging system (e.g., the
processor component 350 or the processor component
350a and/or 350b of the computing device 300 of the
race condition debugging system 1000) receives indica-
tions of the identity of at least one core (e.g., one of the
cores 355), process and/or thread involved in executing
at least one portion of at least one application routine
(e.g., a portion 377 of one of the application routines 370).
As has been discussed, such an indication may be con-
veyed directly from the application routine(s), through an
operating system (e.g., the operating system 340) or from
a debugging routine (e.g., the debugging routine 170).
[0065] At 2320, indications of the state of one or more
cores of a processor component that were captured in
response to an occurrence of a specified cache event
are received. As has been discussed, the specified cache
event may be a type of cache event associated with oc-
currences of race conditions in accessing the same piece
of memory between two portions of a single application
routine or between portions of two different (but related)
application routines. The accesses between which a race
condition may exist may be a combination of a read op-
eration and a write operation, or may be a combination
of two or more write operations.
[0066] At 2330, indications associated with one or
more cores, processes and/or threads not involved in
executing any portion of the application routine(s) are
filtered out to generate reduced data. Such filtering em-
ploys the indications of identity of the one or more cores,

processes and/or threads that are involved in executing
at least one portion of the application(s).
[0067] At 2340, the reduced data generated, at least
in part, by the above filtering is provided to a debugging
routine. As has been discussed, the debugging routine
may be executed within the same computing device in
which the application routine(s) are executed, and the
reduced data may be provided to the debugging routine
through an operating system of that computing device.
Otherwise, the reduced data may be transmitted via net-
work to another computing device on which a debugging
routine is executed.
[0068] FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of a process-
ing architecture 3000 suitable for implementing various
embodiments as previously described. More specifically,
the processing architecture 3000 (or variants thereof)
may be implemented as part of one or more of the com-
puting devices 100, 300 or 500. It should be noted that
components of the processing architecture 3000 are giv-
en reference numbers in which the last two digits corre-
spond to the last two digits of reference numbers of at
least some of the components earlier depicted and de-
scribed as part of these computing devices. This is done
as an aid to correlating components of each.
[0069] The processing architecture 3000 may include
various elements commonly employed in digital process-
ing, including without limitation, one or more processors,
multi-core processors, co-processors, memory units,
chipsets, controllers, peripherals, interfaces, oscillators,
timing devices, video cards, audio cards, multimedia in-
put/output (I/O) components, power supplies, etc. As
used in this application, the terms "system" and "compo-
nent" are intended to refer to an entity of a computing
device in which digital processing is carried out, that entity
being hardware, a combination of hardware and soft-
ware, software, or software in execution, examples of
which are provided by this depicted exemplary process-
ing architecture. For example, a component can be, but
is not limited to being, a process running on a processor
component, the processor component itself, a storage
device (e.g., a hard disk drive, multiple storage drives in
an array, etc.) that may employ an optical and/or mag-
netic storage medium, an software object, an executable
sequence of instructions, a thread of execution, a pro-
gram, and/or an entire computing device (e.g., an entire
computer). By way of illustration, both an application run-
ning on a server and the server can be a component.
One or more components can reside within a process
and/or thread of execution, and a component can be lo-
calized on one computing device and/or distributed be-
tween two or more computing devices. Further, compo-
nents may be communicatively coupled to each other by
various types of communications media to coordinate op-
erations. The coordination may involve the uni-direction-
al or bi-directional exchange of information. For instance,
the components may communicate information in the
form of signals communicated over the communications
media. The information can be implemented as signals
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allocated to one or more signal lines. A message (includ-
ing a command, status, address or data message) may
be one of such signals or may be a plurality of such sig-
nals, and may be transmitted either serially or substan-
tially in parallel through any of a variety of connections
and/or interfaces.
[0070] As depicted, in implementing the processing ar-
chitecture 3000, a computing device may include at least
a processor component 950, a storage 960, an interface
990 to one or more other devices, and a coupling 959.
As will be explained, depending on various aspects of a
computing device implementing the processing architec-
ture 3000, including its intended use and/or conditions
of use, such a computing device may further include ad-
ditional components, such as without limitation, a display
interface 985, or one or more processing subsystems
900. In whatever computing device may implement the
processing architecture 3000, one of the various depicted
components that are implemented with circuitry may be
implemented with discrete components and/or as blocks
of circuitry within a single or relatively small number of
semiconductor devices (e.g., a "system on a chip" or
SOC).
[0071] The coupling 959 may include one or more bus-
es, point-to-point interconnects, transceivers, buffers,
crosspoint switches, and/or other conductors and/or logic
that communicatively couples at least the processor com-
ponent 950 to the storage 960. Coupling 959 may further
couple the processor component 950 to one or more of
the interface 990, the audio subsystem 970 and the dis-
play interface 985 (depending on which of these and/or
other components are also present). With the processor
component 950 being so coupled by couplings 959, the
processor component 950 is able to perform the various
ones of the tasks described at length, above, for which-
ever one(s) of the aforedescribed computing devices im-
plement the processing architecture 3000. Coupling 959
may be implemented with any of a variety of technologies
or combinations of technologies by which signals are op-
tically and/or electrically conveyed. Further, at least por-
tions of couplings 959 may employ timings and/or proto-
cols conforming to any of a wide variety of industry stand-
ards, including without limitation, Accelerated Graphics
Port (AGP), CardBus, Extended Industry Standard Ar-
chitecture (E-ISA), Micro Channel Architecture (MCA),
NuBus, Peripheral Component Interconnect (Extended)
(PCI-X), PCI Express (PCI-E), Personal Computer Mem-
ory Card International Association (PCMCIA) bus,
HyperTransport™, QuickPath, and the like.
[0072] As previously discussed, the processor compo-
nent 950 (corresponding to one or more of the processor
components 350 or 550) may include any of a wide va-
riety of commercially available processors, employing
any of a wide variety of technologies and implemented
with one or more cores physically combined in any of a
number of ways.
[0073] As previously discussed, the storage 960 (cor-
responding to one or more of the storages 360 or 560)

may be made up of one or more distinct storage devices
based on any of a wide variety of technologies or com-
binations of technologies. More specifically, as depicted,
the storage 960 may include one or more of a volatile
storage 961 (e.g., solid state storage based on one or
more forms of RAM technology), a non-volatile storage
962 (e.g., solid state, ferromagnetic or other storage not
requiring a constant provision of electric power to pre-
serve their contents), and a removable media storage
963 (e.g., removable disc or solid state memory card stor-
age by which information may be conveyed between
computing devices). This depiction of the storage 960 as
possibly including multiple distinct types of storage is in
recognition of the commonplace use of more than one
type of storage device in computing devices in which one
type provides relatively rapid reading and writing capa-
bilities enabling more rapid manipulation of data by the
processor component 950 (but possibly using a "volatile"
technology constantly requiring electric power) while an-
other type provides relatively high density of non-volatile
storage (but likely provides relatively slow reading and
writing capabilities).
[0074] Given the often different characteristics of dif-
ferent storage devices employing different technologies,
it is also commonplace for such different storage devices
to be coupled to other portions of a computing device
through different storage controllers coupled to their dif-
fering storage devices through different interfaces. By
way of example, where the volatile storage 961 is present
and is based on RAM technology, the volatile storage
961 may be communicatively coupled to coupling 959
through a storage controller 965a providing an appropri-
ate interface to the volatile storage 961 that perhaps em-
ploys row and column addressing, and where the storage
controller 965a may perform row refreshing and/or other
maintenance tasks to aid in preserving information stored
within the volatile storage 961. By way of another exam-
ple, where the non-volatile storage 962 is present and
includes one or more ferromagnetic and/or solid-state
disk drives, the non-volatile storage 962 may be commu-
nicatively coupled to coupling 959 through a storage con-
troller 965b providing an appropriate interface to the non-
volatile storage 962 that perhaps employs addressing of
blocks of information and/or of cylinders and sectors. By
way of still another example, where the removable media
storage 963 is present and includes one or more optical
and/or solid-state disk drives employing one or more
pieces of machine-readable storage medium 969, the
removable media storage 963 may be communicatively
coupled to coupling 959 through a storage controller 965c
providing an appropriate interface to the removable me-
dia storage 963 that perhaps employs addressing of
blocks of information, and where the storage controller
965c may coordinate read, erase and write operations in
a manner specific to extending the lifespan of the ma-
chine-readable storage medium 969.
[0075] One or the other of the volatile storage 961 or
the non-volatile storage 962 may include an article of
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manufacture in the form of a machine-readable storage
media on which a routine including a sequence of instruc-
tions executable by the processor component 950 to im-
plement various embodiments may be stored, depending
on the technologies on which each is based. By way of
example, where the non-volatile storage 962 includes
ferromagnetic-based disk drives (e.g., so-called "hard
drives"), each such disk drive typically employs one or
more rotating platters on which a coating of magnetically
responsive particles is deposited and magnetically ori-
ented in various patterns to store information, such as a
sequence of instructions, in a manner akin to storage
medium such as a floppy diskette. By way of another
example, the non-volatile storage 962 may be made up
of banks of solid-state storage devices to store informa-
tion, such as sequences of instructions, in a manner akin
to a compact flash card. Again, it is commonplace to em-
ploy differing types of storage devices in a computing
device at different times to store executable routines
and/or data. Thus, a routine including a sequence of in-
structions to be executed by the processor component
950 to implement various embodiments may initially be
stored on the machine-readable storage medium 969,
and the removable media storage 963 may be subse-
quently employed in copying that routine to the non-vol-
atile storage 962 for longer term storage not requiring
the continuing presence of the machine-readable stor-
age medium 969 and/or the volatile storage 961 to enable
more rapid access by the processor component 950 as
that routine is executed.
[0076] As previously discussed, the interface 990 (cor-
responding to one or more of the interfaces 390 or 590)
may employ any of a variety of signaling technologies
corresponding to any of a variety of communications
technologies that may be employed to communicatively
couple a computing device to one or more other devices.
Again, one or both of various forms of wired or wireless
signaling may be employed to enable the processor com-
ponent 950 to interact with input/output devices (e.g., the
depicted example keyboard 920 or printer 925) and/or
other computing devices, possibly through a network
(e.g., the network 999) or an interconnected set of net-
works. In recognition of the often greatly different char-
acter of multiple types of signaling and/or protocols that
must often be supported by any one computing device,
the interface 990 is depicted as including multiple differ-
ent interface controllers 995a, 995b and 995c. The inter-
face controller 995a may employ any of a variety of types
of wired digital serial interface or radio frequency wireless
interface to receive serially transmitted messages from
user input devices, such as the depicted keyboard 920.
The interface controller 995b may employ any of a variety
of cabling-based or wireless signaling, timings and/or
protocols to access other computing devices through the
depicted network 999 (perhaps a network made up of
one or more links, smaller networks, or perhaps the In-
ternet). The interface 995c may employ any of a variety
of electrically conductive cabling enabling the use of ei-

ther serial or parallel signal transmission to convey data
to the depicted printer 925. Other examples of devices
that may be communicatively coupled through one or
more interface controllers of the interface 990 include,
without limitation, microphones, remote controls, stylus
pens, card readers, finger print readers, virtual reality in-
teraction gloves, graphical input tablets, joysticks, other
keyboards, retina scanners, the touch input component
of touch screens, trackballs, various sensors, a camera
or camera array to monitor movement of persons to ac-
cept commands and/or data signaled by those persons
via gestures and/or facial expressions, laser printers,
inkjet printers, mechanical robots, milling machines, etc.
[0077] Where a computing device is communicatively
coupled to (or perhaps, actually incorporates) a display
(e.g., the depicted example display 980, corresponding
to the display 580), such a computing device implement-
ing the processing architecture 3000 may also include
the display interface 985. Although more generalized
types of interface may be employed in communicatively
coupling to a display, the somewhat specialized addition-
al processing often required in visually displaying various
forms of content on a display, as well as the somewhat
specialized nature of the cabling-based interfaces used,
often makes the provision of a distinct display interface
desirable. Wired and/or wireless signaling technologies
that may be employed by the display interface 985 in a
communicative coupling of the display 980 may make
use of signaling and/or protocols that conform to any of
a variety of industry standards, including without limita-
tion, any of a variety of analog video interfaces, Digital
Video Interface (DVI), DisplayPort, etc.
[0078] More generally, the various elements of the
computing devices described and depicted herein may
include various hardware elements, software elements,
or a combination of both. Examples of hardware ele-
ments may include devices, logic devices, components,
processors, microprocessors, circuits, processor com-
ponents, circuit elements (e.g., transistors, resistors, ca-
pacitors, inductors, and so forth), integrated circuits, ap-
plication specific integrated circuits (ASIC), programma-
ble logic devices (PLD), digital signal processors (DSP),
field programmable gate array (FPGA), memory units,
logic gates, registers, semiconductor device, chips, mi-
crochips, chip sets, and so forth. Examples of software
elements may include software components, programs,
applications, computer programs, application programs,
system programs, software development programs, ma-
chine programs, operating system software, middleware,
firmware, software modules, routines, subroutines, func-
tions, methods, procedures, software interfaces, appli-
cation program interfaces (API), instruction sets, com-
puting code, computer code, code segments, computer
code segments, words, values, symbols, or any combi-
nation thereof. However, determining whether an em-
bodiment is implemented using hardware elements
and/or software elements may vary in accordance with
any number of factors, such as desired computational
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rate, power levels, heat tolerances, processing cycle
budget, input data rates, output data rates, memory re-
sources, data bus speeds and other design or perform-
ance constraints, as desired for a given implementation.
[0079] Some embodiments may be described using
the expression "one embodiment" or "an embodiment"
along with their derivatives. These terms mean that a
particular feature, structure, or characteristic described
in connection with the embodiment is included in at least
one embodiment. The appearances of the phrase "in one
embodiment" in various places in the specification are
not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.
Further, some embodiments may be described using the
expression "coupled" and "connected" along with their
derivatives. These terms are not necessarily intended as
synonyms for each other. For example, some embodi-
ments may be described using the terms "connected"
and/or "coupled" to indicate that two or more elements
are in direct physical or electrical contact with each other.
The term "coupled," however, may also mean that two
or more elements are not in direct contact with each other,
but yet still co-operate or interact with each other. Fur-
thermore, aspects or elements from different embodi-
ments may be combined.
[0080] It is emphasized that the Abstract of the Disclo-
sure is provided to allow a reader to quickly ascertain the
nature of the technical disclosure. It is submitted with the
understanding that it will not be used to interpret or limit
the scope or meaning of the claims. In addition, in the
foregoing Detailed Description, it can be seen that vari-
ous features are grouped together in a single embodi-
ment for the purpose of streamlining the disclosure. This
method of disclosure is not to be interpreted as reflecting
an intention that the claimed embodiments require more
features than are expressly recited in each claim. Rather,
as the following claims reflect, inventive subject matter
lies in less than all features of a single disclosed embod-
iment. Thus the following claims are hereby incorporated
into the Detailed Description, with each claim standing
on its own as a separate embodiment. In the appended
claims, the terms "including" and "in which" are used as
the plain-English equivalents of the respective terms
"comprising" and "wherein," respectively. Moreover, the
terms "first," "second," "third," and so forth, are used
merely as labels, and are not intended to impose numer-
ical requirements on their objects.

Claims

1. An apparatus to detect race conditions comprising:

a processor component (350), comprising a
monitoring unit (354);
a trigger component (1455) for execution by the
processor component to configure the monitor-
ing unit to detect a cache event associated with
a race condition between accesses to a piece

of data including to detect a cache event asso-
ciated with a race condition between a first ac-
cess to the piece of data by a first portion of an
application routine executed by the processor
component and a second access to the piece of
data by a second portion of the application rou-
tine, and to capture an indication of a state of
the processor component to generate monitor-
ing data in response to an occurrence of the
cache event; and
a counter component (1454) for execution by
the processor component to configure a counter
of the monitoring unit to enable capture of the
indication of the state of the processor compo-
nent at a frequency less than every occurrence
of the cache event; and
a filter component for execution by the processor
component to:

retrieve identifiers of at least one of the first
portion, the second portion, a core of the
processor component that executes one of
the first and second portions, or a thread of
execution of one of the first and second por-
tions;
compare said identifiers to identifiers of the
monitoring data to determine whether the
race condition is between the first and sec-
ond accesses; and
remove from the monitoring data the cap-
tured indication based on the determination
that the cache event does not arise from the
race condition between the first and the sec-
ond accesses to generate reduced data
comprising a subset of multiple indications
of the state of the first processor component
of the monitoring data.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, the trigger component to
dynamically enable the capture of the indication
based on whether an application routine comprising
multiple portions for concurrent execution by the
processor component is currently executed by the
processor component.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the first access
comprising a write operation and the second access
comprising one of a read operation and a write op-
eration.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, the race condition com-
prising a race condition between a read operation of
a first application routine executed by the processor
component in a first thread of execution to read the
piece of data, and a write operation of a second ap-
plication routine executed by the processor compo-
nent in a second thread of execution to write to the
piece of data.
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5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processor
component is a first processor component compris-
ing a first monitoring unit and the monitoring data are
first monitoring data, the apparatus further compris-
ing a second processor component (350b) compris-
ing a second monitoring unit (354), the trigger com-
ponent to further configure the second monitoring
unit to detect the cache event and to capture an in-
dication of a state of the second processor compo-
nent as a second monitoring data in response to an
occurrence of the cache event.

6. A computing-implemented method for detecting race
conditions comprising:

detecting (2220) a cache event associated with
a race condition between accesses to a piece
of data by at least one application routine exe-
cuted by a processor component; and
recurringly capturing (2240) an indication of a
state of the processor component as monitoring
data in response to an occurrence of the cache
event at a selected interval of multiple occur-
rences of the cache event;
characterized by
retrieving identifiers of at least one of a first por-
tion of the application routine, a second portion
of the application routine, a core of the processor
component that executes one of the first and
second portions, or a thread of execution of one
of the first and second portions;
comparing said identifiers to identifiers of the
monitoring data to determine whether the race
condition is between a read operation of the first
portion and a write operation of the second por-
tion; and
removing from the monitoring data the captured
indication based on the determination that the
cache event does not arise from the race con-
dition between the read operation of the first por-
tion of the application routine and the write op-
eration of a second portion of the application rou-
tine to generate a reduced data comprising a
subset of multiple indications of the state of the
processor component of the monitoring data.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, com-
prising dynamically enabling capture of the indica-
tion based on whether the application routine is cur-
rently at least partly executed by the processor com-
ponent.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, the
race condition comprising a race condition between
a first write operation of the application routine exe-
cuted by the processor component in a first thread
of execution to write to the piece of data, and a sec-
ond write operation of another application routine ex-

ecuted by the processor component in a second
thread of execution to write to the piece of data.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, the
indication comprising at least one of contents of a
register of the processor component, an address of
an instruction pointer of the processor component,
an indication of what access operation triggered the
cache event, a type of the cache event, an identifier
of a core of the processor that executed an access
operation that triggered the cache event, or an iden-
tifier of a thread of execution on which an access
operation that triggered the cache event was exe-
cuted.

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, the
cache event involving a cache of the processor com-
ponent and comprising at least one of a read-for-
ownership [RFO] cache event or a hit-modified
[HITM] cache event.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 6,
wherein the processor component is a first processor
component and the monitoring data are first moni-
toring data, the computer-implemented method fur-
ther comprising capturing an indication of a state of
a second processor component as a second moni-
toring data in response to the occurrence of the
cache event at the selected interval of multiple oc-
currences of the cache event.

12. The computer-implemented method of claim 11,
comprising generating a reduced data comprising a
subset of multiple indications of the state of the proc-
essor component of the monitoring data and a subset
of multiple indications of the state of the other proc-
essor component of the other monitoring data by re-
moving the indication of the state of the second proc-
essor component from the second monitoring data
based on the cache event not arising from a race
condition between a first access to the piece of data
by a first portion of the application routine and a sec-
ond access to the piece of data by a second portion
of the application routine.

13. At least one machine-readable storage medium
comprising instructions that when executed by a
processor component, cause the processor compo-
nent to perform the method of any of claims 6-12.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zum Detektieren von Wettlaufsituatio-
nen, die Folgendes umfasst:

eine Prozessorkomponente (350), die eine
Überwachungseinheit (354) umfasst;
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eine Auslösekomponente (1455) für die Ausfüh-
rung durch die Prozessorkomponente, um die
Überwachungseinheit zu konfigurieren, ein Ca-
che-Ereignis zu detektieren, das einer Wettlauf-
situation zwischen Zugriffen auf einen Datenab-
schnitt zugeordnet ist, was enthält, ein Cache-
Ereignis zu detektieren, das einer Wettlaufsitu-
ation zwischen einem ersten Zugriff auf den Da-
tenabschnitt durch einen ersten Teil einer An-
wendungsroutine, die durch die Prozessorkom-
ponente ausgeführt wird, und einem zweiten Zu-
griff auf den Datenabschnitt durch einen zweiten
Teil der Anwendungsroutine zugeordnet ist, und
eine Angabe eines Zustands der Prozessor-
komponente aufzunehmen, um als Reaktion auf
ein Auftreten des Cache-Ereignisses Überwa-
chungsdaten zu erzeugen; und
eine Zählerkomponente (1454) für die Ausfüh-
rung durch die Prozessorkomponente, um einen
Zähler der Überwachungseinheit zu konfigurie-
ren, eine Aufnahme der Angabe des Zustands
der Prozessorkomponente mit einer Häufigkeit,
die kleiner als jedes Auftreten des Cache-Ereig-
nisses ist, zu ermöglichen; und
eine Filterkomponente für die Ausführung durch
die Prozessorkomponente zum:

Erfassen von Kennungen des ersten Teils
und/oder des zweiten Teils und/oder eines
Kerns der Prozessorkomponente, die einen
des ersten und des zweiten Teils ausführt,
und/oder eines Threads der Ausführung
des ersten oder des zweiten Teils;
Vergleichen der Kennungen mit Kennun-
gen der Überwachungsdaten, um zu be-
stimmen, ob die Wettlaufsituation zwischen
dem ersten und dem zweiten Zugriff ist; und
Entfernen aus den Überwachungsdaten
der aufgenommenen Angabe anhand der
Bestimmung, dass das Cache-Ereignis
nicht von der Wettlaufsituation zwischen
dem ersten und dem zweiten Zugriff
stammt, um reduzierte Daten zu erzeugen,
die eine Untergruppe der mehreren Anga-
ben des Zustands der ersten Prozessor-
komponente der Überwachungsdaten um-
fassen.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Auslöse-
komponente, um die Aufnahme der Angabe anhand
dessen zu ermöglichen, ob eine Anwendungsrouti-
ne, die mehrere Teile für eine gleichzeitige Ausfüh-
rung durch die Prozessorkomponente umfasst, der-
zeit durch die Prozessorkomponente ausgeführt
wird.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Zugriff
einen Schreibvorgang umfasst und der zweite Zu-

griff einen Lesevorgang oder einen Schreibvorgang
umfasst.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Wettlaufsi-
tuation eine Wettlaufsituation zwischen einem ers-
ten Lesevorgang einer ersten Anwendungsroutine,
die durch die Prozessorkomponente in einem ersten
Thread der Ausführung ausgeführt wird, um den Da-
tenabschnitt zu lesen, und einem Schreibvorgang
einer zweiten Anwendungsroutine, die durch die
Prozessorkomponente in einem zweiten Thread der
Ausführung ausgeführt wird, um den Datenabschnitt
zu schreiben, ist.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Prozessor-
komponente eine erste Prozessorkomponente ist,
die eine erste Überwachungseinheit umfasst, und
die Überwachungsdaten erste Überwachungsdaten
sind, wobei die Vorrichtung ferner eine zweite Pro-
zessorkomponente (350b) umfasst, die eine zweite
Überwachungseinheit (354) umfasst, wobei die Aus-
lösekomponente weiter dazu dient, die zweite Über-
wachungseinheit zu konfigurieren, das Cache-Er-
eignis zu detektieren und eine Angabe eines Zu-
stands der zweiten Prozessorkomponente als zwei-
te Überwachungsdaten als Reaktion auf ein Auftre-
ten des Cache-Ereignisses aufzunehmen.

6. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren zum Detektie-
ren von Wettlaufsituationen, das Folgendes um-
fasst:

Detektieren (2220) eines Cache-Ereignisses,
das einer Wettlaufsituation zwischen Zugriffen
auf einen Datenabschnitt durch mindestens ei-
ne Anwendungsroutine, die durch eine Prozes-
sorkomponente ausgeführt wird, zugeordnet ist;
und
wiederkehrendes Aufnehmen (2240) einer An-
gabe eines Zustands der Prozessorkomponen-
te als Überwachungsdaten als Reaktion auf ein
Auftreten des Cache-Ereignisses bei einem
ausgewählten Intervall mehrerer Vorkommen
des Cache-Ereignisses;
gekennzeichnet durch
Erfassen von Kennungen eines ersten Teils der
Anwendungsroutine und/oder eines zweiten
Teils der Anwendungsroutine und/oder eines
Kerns der Prozessorkomponente, die einen des
ersten und des zweiten Teils ausführt, und/oder
eines Threads der Ausführung des ersten und
des zweiten Teils;
Vergleichen der Kennungen mit Kennungen der
Überwachungsdaten, um zu bestimmen, ob die
Wettlaufsituation zwischen einem Lesevorgang
des ersten Teils und einem Schreibvorgang des
zweiten Teils ist; und
Entfernen aus den Überwachungsdaten der auf-
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genommenen Angabe anhand der Bestim-
mung, dass das Cache-Ereignis nicht von der
Wettlaufsituation zwischen dem Lesevorgang
des ersten Teils der Anwendungsroutine und
dem Schreibvorgang eines zweiten Teils der
Anwendungsroutine stammt, um reduzierte Da-
ten zu erzeugen, die eine Untergruppe mehrerer
Angaben des Zustands der Prozessorkompo-
nente der Überwachungsdaten umfassen.

7. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach An-
spruch 6, das umfasst, die Aufnahme der Angabe
anhand dessen, ob die Anwendungsroutine derzeit
zumindest teilweise durch die Prozessorkomponen-
te ausgeführt wird, dynamisch zu ermöglichen.

8. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach An-
spruch 6, wobei die Wettlaufsituation eine Wettlauf-
situation zwischen einem ersten Schreibvorgang der
Anwendungsroutine, die durch die Prozessorkom-
ponente in einem ersten Thread der Ausführung aus-
geführt wird, um den Datenabschnitt zu schreiben,
und einem zweiten Schreibvorgang einer zweiten
Anwendungsroutine, die durch die Prozessorkom-
ponente in einem zweiten Thread der Ausführung
ausgeführt wird, um den Datenabschnitt zu schrei-
ben, ist.

9. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach An-
spruch 6, wobei die Angabe Inhalte eines Registers
der Prozessorkomponente und/oder eine Adresse
eines Anweisungszeigers der Prozessorkomponen-
te und/oder eine Angabe darüber, welcher Zugriffs-
vorgang das Cache-Ereignis ausgelöst hat,
und/oder einen Typ des Cache-Ereignisses
und/oder eine Kennung eines Kerns des Prozes-
sors, der einen Zugriffsvorgang ausgeführt hat, der
das Cache-Ereignis ausgelöst hat, und/oder eine
Kennung eines Thread einer Ausführung, auf dem
ein Zugriffsvorgang, der das Cache-Ereignis ausge-
löst hat, ausgeführt wurde, umfasst.

10. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach An-
spruch 6, wobei das Cache-Ereignis einen Cache
der Prozessorkomponente betrifft und ein "Read-for-
Ownership"-Cache-Ereignis [RFO-Cache-Ereignis]
und/oder ein "hit-modified"-Cache-Ereignis [HITM-
Cache-Ereignis] umfasst.

11. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach An-
spruch 6, wobei die Prozessorkomponente eine ers-
te Prozessorkomponente ist und die Überwachungs-
daten erste Überwachungsdaten sind, wobei das
computerimplementierte Verfahren ferner umfasst,
eine Angabe eines Zustands einer zweiten Prozes-
sorkomponente als zweite Überwachungsdaten als
Reaktion auf ein Auftreten des Cache-Ereignisses
bei dem ausgewählten Intervall mehrerer Vorkom-

men des Cache-Ereignisses aufzunehmen.

12. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach An-
spruch 11, das umfasst, reduzierte Daten, die eine
Untergruppe mehrerer Angaben des Zustands der
Prozessorkomponente der Überwachungsdaten
und eine Untergruppe mehrerer Angaben des Zu-
stands der anderen Prozessorkomponente der an-
deren Überwachungsdaten umfassen, durch Entfer-
nen der Angabe des Zustands der zweiten Prozes-
sorkomponente aus den zweiten Überwachungsda-
ten anhand dessen, dass das Cache-Ereignis nicht
von einer Wettlaufsituation zwischen einem ersten
Zugriff auf den Datenabschnitt durch einen ersten
Teil der Anwendungsroutine und einem zweiten Zu-
griff auf den Datenabschnitt durch einen zweiten Teil
der Anwendungsroutine stammt, zu erzeugen.

13. Mindestens ein maschinenlesbares Speichermedi-
um, das Anweisungen umfasst, die dann, wenn sie
durch eine Prozessorkomponente ausgeführt wer-
den, bewirken, dass die Prozessorkomponente das
Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 6-12 ausführt.

Revendications

1. Appareil pour détecter des conditions de course,
comprenant :

un composant processeur (350), comprenant
une unité de surveillance (354) ;
un composant de déclenchement (1455) desti-
né à être exécuté par le composant processeur
pour configurer l’unité de surveillance pour lui
faire détecter un événement d’antémémoire as-
socié à une condition de course entre des accès
à un morceau de données et lui faire détecter
un événement d’antémémoire associé à une
condition de course entre un premier accès au
morceau de données par une première partie
d’une routine d’application exécutée par le com-
posant processeur et un deuxième accès au
morceau de données par une deuxième partie
de la routine d’application, et pour lui faire cap-
turer une indication d’un état du composant pro-
cesseur pour générer des données de sur-
veillance en réponse à une apparition de l’évé-
nement d’antémémoire ; et
un composant compteur (1454) destiné à être
exécuté par le composant processeur pour con-
figurer un compteur de l’unité de surveillance
pour lui permettre de capturer l’indication de
l’état du composant processeur à une fréquence
inférieure à chaque apparition de l’événement
d’antémémoire ; et
un composant de filtrage destiné à être exécuté
par le composant processeur pour :
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récupérer des identifiants d’au moins un
élément parmi la première partie, la deuxiè-
me partie, un noyau du composant proces-
seur qui exécute une partie parmi les pre-
mière et deuxième parties, et un fil d’exé-
cution d’une partie parmi les première et
deuxième parties ;
comparer lesdits identifiants aux identi-
fiants des données de surveillance pour dé-
terminer si la condition de course est située
entre les premier et deuxième accès ; et
retirer des données de surveillance l’indica-
tion capturée d’après la détermination du
fait que l’événement d’antémémoire n’est
pas dû à la condition de course entre les
premier et deuxième accès pour générer
des données réduites comprenant un sous-
ensemble des indications multiples de l’état
du premier composant processeur des don-
nées de surveillance.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
composant de déclenchement doit activer dynami-
quement la capture de l’indication selon qu’une rou-
tine d’application comprenant des parties multiples
destinées à être exécutées simultanément par le
composant processeur est ou non actuellement exé-
cutée par le composant processeur.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le pre-
mier accès comprend une opération d’écriture et le
deuxième accès comprend une opération parmi une
opération de lecture et une opération d’écriture.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 1, la condition de
course comprenant une condition de course entre
une opération de lecture d’une première routine
d’application exécutée par le composant processeur
dans un premier fil d’exécution pour lire le morceau
de données, et une opération d’écriture d’une
deuxième routine d’application exécutée par le com-
posant processeur dans un deuxième fil d’exécution
pour écrire dans le morceau de données.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
composant processeur est un premier composant
processeur comprenant une première unité de sur-
veillance, les données de surveillance étant des pre-
mières données de surveillance, l’appareil compre-
nant également un deuxième composant proces-
seur (350b) comprenant une deuxième unité de sur-
veillance (354), le composant de déclenchement de-
vant également configurer la deuxième unité de sur-
veillance pour lui faire détecter l’événement d’anté-
mémoire et lui faire capturer une indication d’un état
du deuxième composant processeur en tant que
deuxièmes données de surveillance en réponse à
une apparition de l’événement d’antémémoire.

6. Procédé mis en oeuvre par ordinateur pour détecter
des conditions de course, comprenant les étapes
consistant à :

détecter (2220) un événement d’antémémoire
associé à une condition de course entre des ac-
cès à un morceau de données par au moins une
routine d’application exécutée par un compo-
sant processeur ; et
capturer de manière récurrente (2240) une in-
dication d’un état du composant processeur
comme données de surveillance en réponse à
une apparition de l’événement d’antémémoire
à un intervalle sélectionné d’apparitions multi-
ples de l’événement d’antémémoire ;
caractérisé par les étapes consistant à
récupérer des identifiants d’au moins un élé-
ment parmi une première partie, une deuxième
partie, un noyau du composant processeur qui
exécute une partie parmi les première et deuxiè-
me parties, et un fil d’exécution d’une partie par-
mi les première et deuxième parties ;
comparer lesdits identifiants aux identifiants des
données de surveillance pour déterminer si la
condition de course est située entre une opéra-
tion de lecture de la première partie et une opé-
ration d’écriture de la deuxième partie ; et
retirer des données de surveillance l’indication
capturée d’après la détermination du fait que
l’événement d’antémémoire n’est pas dû à la
condition de course entre l’opération de lecture
de la première partie de la routine d’application
et l’opération d’écriture d’une deuxième partie
de la routine d’application pour générer des don-
nées réduites comprenant un sous-ensemble
des indications multiples de l’état du composant
processeur des données de surveillance.

7. Procédé mis en oeuvre par ordinateur selon la re-
vendication 6, comprenant l’étape consistant à acti-
ver dynamiquement la capture de l’indication d’après
le fait que la routine d’application est actuellement
exécutée au moins partiellement par le composant
processeur.

8. Procédé mis en oeuvre par ordinateur selon la re-
vendication 6, dans lequel la condition de course
consiste en une condition de course entre une pre-
mière opération d’écriture de la routine d’application
exécutée par le composant processeur dans un pre-
mier fil d’exécution pour écrire le morceau de don-
nées, et une deuxième opération d’écriture d’une
autre routine d’application exécutée par le compo-
sant processeur dans un deuxième fil d’exécution
pour écrire dans le morceau de données.

9. Procédé mis en oeuvre par ordinateur selon la re-
vendication 6, dans lequel l’indication comprend au
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moins un élément parmi le contenu d’un registre du
composant processeur, une adresse d’un pointeur
d’instruction du composant processeur, une indica-
tion de l’opération d’accès qui a déclenché l’événe-
ment d’antémémoire, un type de l’événement d’an-
témémoire, un identifiant d’un noyau du processeur
qui a exécuté une opération d’accès qui a déclenché
l’événement d’antémémoire, et un identifiant d’un fil
d’exécution sur lequel une opération d’accès qui a
déclenché l’événement d’antémémoire a été exécu-
tée.

10. Procédé mis en oeuvre par ordinateur selon la re-
vendication 6, dans lequel l’événement d’antémé-
moire concerne une antémémoire du composant
processeur et comprend au moins un événement
parmi un événement d’antémémoire de lecture pour
appropriation [RFO] et un événement d’antémémoi-
re à interception modifiée [HITM].

11. Procédé mis en oeuvre par ordinateur selon la re-
vendication 6, dans lequel le composant processeur
est un premier composant processeur et les don-
nées de surveillance sont des premières données
de surveillance, le procédé mis en oeuvre par ordi-
nateur comprenant également l’étape consistant à
capturer une indication d’un état d’un deuxième com-
posant processeur en tant que deuxièmes données
de surveillance en réponse à l’apparition de l’événe-
ment d’antémémoire à l’intervalle sélectionné des
apparitions multiples de l’événement d’antémémoi-
re.

12. Procédé mis en oeuvre par ordinateur selon la re-
vendication 11, comprenant l’étape consistant à gé-
nérer des données réduites comprenant un sous-
ensemble des indications multiples de l’état du com-
posant processeur des données de surveillance et
un sous-ensemble des indications multiples de l’état
de l’autre composant processeur des autres don-
nées de surveillance en retirant l’indication de l’état
du deuxième composant processeur dans les
deuxièmes données de surveillance d’après le fait
que l’événement d’antémémoire n’est pas dû à une
condition de course entre un premier accès au mor-
ceau de données par une première partie de la rou-
tine d’application et un deuxième accès au morceau
de données par une deuxième partie de la routine
d’application.

13. Au moins un support de stockage lisible par machine
contenant des instructions qui, lorsqu’elles sont exé-
cutées par un composant processeur, amènent le
composant processeur à mettre en oeuvre le procé-
dé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 6 à 12.
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